Glass. Clearly a better option for practical, beautiful homes
KdeP Glass are local suppliers of a wide range of glass products and mirrors that can enhance your living space.

**Bespoke glass**
We can work with Architects or Designers on renovations and new builds to provide high specification tailor made glass products including:

- **Windows and doors**
- **Staircases**
- **Shower enclosures**
- **Unusual shapes.**

**Mirrors**
No matter where you place one, a mirror will open up a room making it look both bigger and brighter. *At KdeP we can cut mirrors to virtually any shape and size* so you can have a perfect fit for an alcove, cover a whole wall in a dressing room or home gym and save on tiling in your bathroom.

**Splashbacks**
Quicker and more hygienic than tiling, our toughened glass splashbacks are suitable for kitchens and utility rooms and can complement any style of decor. Benefits include:

- Wide range of colours
- Easy to clean / hygienic
- Heat resistant
- Luxurious look
- Reflects light into the room
- Versatile - cut to any size.

**Shelves and table tops**
From simple polished edge shelves, to decorative finishes, glass can be an innovative and elegant solution for both contemporary and traditional homes.

A glass table top makes a statement piece out of any horizontal surface. Glass shelves are ideal when you want to create that light airy feeling to a storage area.

- Cut to virtually any size and shape
- Toughened glass available for extra strength and safety.
Other services

From a smashed, single window pane to replacement double glazing shop front and from greenhouse glass to a car wing mirror, you might be surprised what we can do. With cutting, polishing, edging and drilling on site our highly skilled and helpful team are happy to discuss anything and everything glass.

Double Glazing Units

Made to order, our double glazing units are manufactured to the highest standards here in the island and we supply them to many of the local window manufacturers and fitters. If you have windows with condensation in between the glazing, if you have a damaged window that needs replacing quickly or if you need new units in a range of sizes, then we can help.

Glass to order

Full range of Glass available to order, including:

- Patterned, textured and obscure glass
- Self-cleaning glass
- Energy efficient glazing
- Fire resistant glass
- Decorative finishes
- Replacement glazing
- Replacement conservatory roofs

Balconies and Balustrades

Glass balconies not only provide uninterrupted views they make very effective wind-breaks. They are also very durable and easier to clean and maintain than wood or masonry.

A glass balustrade adds a sophisticated, elegant touch to any home or business and gives the illusion of more space in the building.
On-island glazing services from highly-skilled craftsmen

From cutting and finishing to delivery, our skilled team is on hand to make sure your glazing is exactly right for the job.

History
Since the turn of the 20th century, KdeP has supplied glass and mirrors to local homes and businesses. Today, we have a reputation for providing excellent quality products at great prices. KdeP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the NP Group with all the support that brings.

Expertise
Our highly experienced team gives you the best, on-island service at every stage.

Trade Services
We welcome trade enquiries and can provide competitive quotes for all types and sizes of internal and external glazing. If you have an account with another NP Group Company, we will open one for you in KdeP.